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Dear! 

The LLC Ivstankoprom enterprise suggests you to consider our offer on cooperation in capital repair and 

modernization of heavy metal-cutting CNC machines at engineering plants. 

On the defense plants deliveries of metal-cutting machines from the USSR and the Russian Federation 

were carried out. Many difficult technological processes were built with use of these machines which so far 

considerably physically became outdated. 

 Scale of machines put during this period, in particular the heavy horizontally boring processing centers 

with the CNC is serial for our enterprise. For the last 7 years we successfully made capital repairs and 

modernization of similar machines for the defense enterprises of the Russian Federation, we have all technical 

documentation and working drafts on modernization. 

LLC Ivstankoprom is had competent experts (designers, technologists, mechanics, electronics 

engineers), many of which worked for 15-30 years in the machine-tool constructing industry and participated in 

design, start in production, assembly and start-up at customers of the processing centers, horizontally boring 

machines and other equipment. 

All last years we specialized in repair and modernization of the metal-cutting equipment and we own all 

modern tools allowing to restore parameters of machines on the accuracy and rigidity, to give them new 

properties, using modern accessories and technologies. 

The ideology of the company consists in provision of services on capital repairs and modernization of 

the difficult metal-cutting equipment as an alternative of purchase of the new metal-cutting equipment (which 

delivery in case of Iran is forbidden from the majority of the countries of producers of machines). It allows to 

reduce considerably expenses, to use the existing base under machines, in short terms to provide training of 

workers and service personnel, to use the available tool equipment. Eventually, the technology of capital 

repairs and modernization is completely identical to production of the new machine except for use of the 

existing basic cast details of machines. At the same time the quality of the made old pig-iron castings 

considerably exceeds in all respects characteristics of recently cast details. 

Having own production base and processing equipment, we quickly and qualitatively make production of 

necessary details at repair that in turn does not delay process of the repair.  

Besides, we offer a complex of engineering services that includes: development of manufacturing 

techniques of products and their introduction at the customer, design of mathematical models, processing 

visualization, development of the operating programs, development and production of devices and the 

equipment, delivery of the tool, service, including technical assistance and delivery of spare parts. 

Thus, own production base, wide experience of work, workers and the designer of high qualification - all 

this allows to carry out repair of difficult processing equipment at the high level. 

 

Best regards, 

Director of LLC Ivstankoprom 

Kosyakin Alexey Vasilyevich 

 79807358074 

 

More detailed information on the website www.ivstankoprom.ru 
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